Re: Release: 1678
Service Request: None
Error Reports 1683
Programs: PPWEWSP, PPWIFNW
Copymembers: None
Include Members: None
DDL Members: None
Bind Members: None
CICS Maps: None
Forms: None
Table Updates: None
Urgency: Not Urgent (see Timing of Installation)

Error Report 1683

Error report 1683 identifies an incorrect suppression of leading zeroes in the display of fiscal year in the format yyYY (where ‘yy’ – beginning calendar year and ‘YY’ – ending calendar year of the fiscal year) in the screens EWSP and IFNW.

CICS Programs

PPWEWSP

The program PPWEWSP is the detail processor for the EDB Entry Update Work Study Program Limits screen EWSP. This program is changed to fix the error of suppression of leading zeroes in the display of fiscal year in the format yyYY (where ‘yy’ – beginning calendar year and ‘YY’ – ending calendar year of the fiscal year).

PPWIFNW

The program PPWIFNW is the detail processor for the EDB Inquiry Work Study screen IFNW. This program is changed to fix the error of suppression of leading zeroes in the display of fiscal year in the format yyYY (where ‘yy’ – beginning calendar year and ‘YY’ – ending calendar year of the fiscal year).
Installation Instructions

Program Preparation

Note: At UCOP, all COBOL programs pass through the DB2 pre-compiler, whether or not the program contains embedded SQL, to resolve INCLUDE references. Your site may have different requirements.

Note: “DUAL” programs must be compiled twice and linked into batch and online libraries (“LOADLIB” and “OLOADLIB” respectively). “CICS” programs must be CICS pre-compiled and compiled once and linked into OLOADLIB. “BATCH” programs must be compiled once and linked into the batch LOADLIB only.

1. Install, compile and link the modified programs listed in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>DB2?</th>
<th>Compile</th>
<th>Package Bind?</th>
<th>Done?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPWEWSP</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>CICS</td>
<td>Package</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPWIFNW</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>CICS</td>
<td>Package</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Execute and verify the test plan.

3. Perform any desired additional campus testing.

4. Install into Production:
   - Install COBOL Program and Bind the Plan as described in the installation instruction above for the testing.

Test Plan

CONTROL TABLE (CTL) INITIAL LOAD (LOADCTL)

Description

This job loads the DB2 CTL database.

If there are any Control Table Transaction updates for this release, the Control Table Transaction updates are already reflected in the particular PDS members used for the loading of the DB2 CTL database.

Verification

Ensure that the DB2 CTL has been successfully restored by verifying normal completion of the job and ensuring that all tables have been successfully loaded into the database.

EMPLOYEE DATA BASE (EDB) INITIAL LOAD (LOADEDDB)

Description

This job loads the EDB database.

Verification

In order to assure successful completion of this job, verify that the EDB has been successfully restored by verifying normal completion of the job and ensuring that all tables have been successfully loaded into the database.
Test CICS Screens

Description

Test the changes to fix the error of suppression of leading zeroes in the display of fiscal year in the format yyYY (where ‘yy’ – beginning calendar year and ‘YY’ – ending calendar year of the fiscal year) in the on-line CICS screens EWSP and IFNW. CICS screen EWSP is accessed by the EDB On-line Entry/Update program PPWEWSP and IFNW is accessed by the EDB On-line Inquiry program PPWIFNW.

After successful installation of the CICS programs PPWEWSP and PPWIFNW, make a newcopy in the region you are going to test the EWSP and IFNW screens. After successful newcopy, select the employee ID 501000062 with option EWSP and IFNW in the PPS CICS system.

Verify in these screens the following:
1. Leading zeroes are displayed in the Fiscal Year column for all the entries.
2. Correct release number is displayed in the top left corner of the screen (PPSS0S0-E1678), where 1678 is the release number and SSSS is the screen name.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is **Not Urgent**.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Baskar.Chittravel@ucop.edu, or call (510) 987-0692.

Baskar Chittravel